HFPA encourages year-end home textiles donations
Inventory given to Delivering Good will help families in need

Home Textiles Today Staff, December 12, 2017

New York – The Home Fashion Products Association (HFPA) is working with Delivering Good to provide home textiles to families in need. “There is an opportunity to donate some unwanted inventory for a 2017 write-off,” the HFPA wrote in an alert to the home textiles industry. “If your organization would like the donation to be credited towards 2017, the donation paperwork must be received and processed by the last week of December.

The home textiles organization noted that there is an urgent need for home goods for the many people in the New York area who left Puerto Rico and surrounding islands devastated by the recent hurricanes, arriving with close to nothing. For information on how to donate, click here.

Because 2017 has been a year of multiple, large-scale natural disasters, Delivering Good’s freight budget has been exhausted, so shipping costs for all donations need to be incurred by the donor. For information on how to keep costs down and confirm shipping locations, contact Carla Fattal at Carla@Delivering-Good.org.
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See the January 2018 issue of Home Textiles Today. In this issue, we look at Millennials. Both the biggest population block and the largest part of the workforce, Millennials are driving change. Also, see Heimtextil new product preview; Atlanta/Las Vegas markets previews and commentary from HTT’s editors. See details!